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Abstract. We introduce a method for the comparison of some extremal eigenvalue statistics of random
matrices. For example, it allows one to compare the maximal eigenvalue gap in the bulk of two generalized
Wigner ensembles, provided that the first four moments of their matrix entries match. As an application,
we extend results of Bourgade–Ben Arous and Feng–Wei that identify the limit of the maximal eigenvalue
gap in the bulk of the GUE to all complex Hermitian generalized Wigner matrices.
1 Introduction
There has been significant progress in understanding the behavior of local eigenvalue statistics of random
matrices over the past decade. Among these results is the proof of bulk universality for Wigner matrices
established in the series of works [6–9,11,31]. This result states that in the large dimension limit N Ñ8,
the asymptotic local eigenvalue fluctuations are universal, depending only on the symmetry class of the
random matrix ensemble. Parallel results were established in certain cases in [27,28], with the key result
being a “four moment theorem,” which shows that the local statistics are determined by the first four
moments of the entries. By local eigenvalue statistics, we refer to the fluctuations of the eigenvalues in
the bulk (the interior of the spectrum) on the inter-particle scale N´1.
A basic but broad class of random matrix ensembles is the generalized Wigner ensembles. These
are self-adjoint N ˆ N random matrices whose entries above the diagonal are independent centered
random variables. The variances of the entries are taken to be order N´1, with the constraint that the
variances of each row of entries sum to 1. Wigner’s semicircle law states that the empirical eigenvalue
distribution converges to a semicircle supported on r´2, 2s [30]. The Gaussian Orthogonal and Unitary
Ensembles (GOE/GUE) are examples of such ensembles, where the matrix entries are real or complex
Gaussians (with a specific choice of variance so that the ensembles are invariant under conjugation by
the orthogonal/unitary group). In these cases, the asymptotic local fluctuations are described by explicit
formulas. Universality implies that these formulas describe all generalized Wigner ensembles.
Examples of local statistics typically studied are the asymptotic distribution of a single gap between
consecutive eigenvalues, the local correlation functions at an energy E P p´2, 2q in the bulk, and averaged
versions of these quantities. In this work we consider certain extremal eigenvalue statistics. In particular,
we study the maximal gap between consecutive eigenvalues in the bulk. To place the main technical
contribution of the current work in context, we briefly review the elements of the various strategies for
proving bulk universality. We refer to [10, 13] for a comprehensive review and bibliography.
The dynamical approach to universality originates in the work of Erdo˝s, Schlein, and Yau [11]. It is
based around analyzing the local time to equilbrium (local ergodicity) of the matrix eigenvalues under a
stochastic matrix dynamics, known as Dyson Brownian motion (DBM). The equilibrium measure of this
dynamics is the GOE or GUE, depending on the symmetry class under consideration. Local ergodicity
implies that local observables reach their equilibrium distribution under the DBM flow after only a short
time. At the level of matrices, this result proves that the local statistics of matrix ensembles with small
Gaussian components coincide with those of the Gaussian ensembles. The former are referred to as
Gaussian divisible ensembles.
Extending universality from Gaussian divisible ensembles to wider classes of matrices is in some sense
a density argument. One approach uses a reverse heat flow [6], which requires smoothness of the matrix
P.L. is partially supported by the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program under Grant DGE-1144152.
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entries. The four moment method of Tao and Vu [27, 28] implies that the local eigenvalue statistics of
two matrix ensembles with four matching moments coincide as N Ñ 8, which yields universality for
those ensembles whose moments match those of the GOE or GUE. In general, it is possible to construct
Gaussian divisible ensembles matching four moments of a given ensemble. Other approaches include the
Green function comparison theorem [14] and the matrix continuity estimate of [4].
We refer to the two steps of this approach as the dynamical step and the comparison step. The
statistics that this strategy has been applied to all exhibit a certain locality in that they involve the
behavior of a few eigenvalues near a fixed spectral energy E. On the other hand, the maximal gap is a
statistic involving a macroscopic number of eigenvalues distributed throughout the spectrum. We aim to
extend this universality strategy to such a statistic.
For the dynamical part, the works [3,21] employ a coupling of Dyson Brownian motion to an auxiliary
process which is already at equilibrium. These works provide estimates which imply that the ith eigen-
value gap of the DBM is the same as the ith gap of the equilibrium process, down to the scale N´1´c.
The work [21] proved further that this estimate holds with a probability large enough to permit a union
bound over all N eigenvalues. This is sufficient to obtain universality of the maximal gap statistic of
Gaussian divisible ensembles. We remark that the polynomial error rate c ą 0 obtained in this work is
not optimal, and in particular, it is not sufficient to treat the minimal eigenvalue gap.
The focus of the present work is on the comparison step of the strategy for extremal eigenvalue
statistics of generalized Wigner matrices. The reverse heat flow provides strong estimates, but requires
smoothness of the distribution of the matrix entries, which we would like to avoid. The other approaches
are based on the Lindeberg strategy and are applied either to individual eigenvalues or resolvent entries.
These require locality in that they work only near a spectral energy E or for functions of a few eigenvalues.
A new approach is needed in order to handle extremal spectral statistics for ensembles with discrete
distributions.
Our contribution is to provide comparison theorems for the maximal gap between consecutive eigen-
values in the bulk. These theorems and their consequences can be viewed in a few different ways. In one
sense, they extends universality for the largest eigenvalue gaps from the Gaussian divisible ensembles to
general matrices. As a consequence, we extend the results of Bourgade–Ben Arous [1] and Feng–Wei [16]
on the maximal gaps of the GUE to generalized Hermitian Wigner matrices. We return to this below.
Our results can also be viewed as a four-moment theorem, in the spirit of Tao and Vu [27,28], for extremal
spectral statistics.
At a technical level, we construct a regularization of the maximal eigenvalue gap that is amenable
to comparison. The four-moment approach is based around the Lindeberg strategy, which requires
estimates on the derivatives of the regularization with respect to the matrix entries. The application of
the Lindeberg strategy to random matrix theory originates in the work [5] of Chatterjee. Our derivative
estimates also allow one to extend the matrix continuity approach of [4] to maximal eigenvalue gaps.
In terms of universality this bypasses the construction of Gaussian divisible ensembles whose moments
match general ensembles.
The regularization we use for the maximum is
max
i
xi „ 1
β
log
˜ÿ
i
eβxi
¸
(1.1)
for appropriately chosen β Ñ 8 as N Ñ 8. This regularization was used previously in random matrix
theory in conjunction with the Lindeberg strategy by Korada and Montanari [25] to show universality
of the minima of loss functions associated to certain statistical algorithms; this is otherwise unrelated to
our work. Our inspiration for this regularization comes from statistical mechanics, where it represents
the “zero temperature limit” of a Gibbs measure. (In our notation, β is the inverse temperature.) This
interpretation plays a key role in many areas of mathematics inspired by statistical mechanics, for example
in the study of random constraint satisfaction problems through the theory of mean field spin glasses.
We do not apply the regularization (1.1) directly to the eigenvalue gaps. Derivatives of eigenvalues
with respect to matrix entries are singular as they involve in the denominator the differences of nearby
eigenvalues. Instead, we first construct a regularized version of the eigenvalues using the Green’s function
in combination with the Helffer–Sjo¨strand formula. Part of this construction is essentially implicit in
the work of Knowles and Yin [20]. Our use of the Helffer–Sjo¨strand formula simplifies many of the
estimates, and we feel there is value in isolating the relevant arguments and presenting the construction
as its own lemma. Moreover, we give a relatively precise estimate on the relation between the accuracy
of the regularization and the growth of its derivatives with respect to matrix entries. Roughly, if the
regularization is chosen so that the error between it and the eigenvalue is less than N´1´δ, then the kth
2
derivative is no larger than N´1`pk´1qδ. Tracking this dependence may be useful for future works probing
the eigenvalue behavior below the inter-particle scale N´1.
Bourgade and Ben Arous studied the extremal gaps of the GUE in [1], where they proved that the
maximal gap in the bulk is order
a
logpNq{N and furthermore proved convergence of the normalized
maximal gap to an explicit constant. Figalli and Guionnet extended this to β-ensembles with β “ 2 [18].
Feng and Wei [16] found that, up to a deterministic re-centering, the maximal gap fluctuates on the
order of pNalogpNqq´1 around its limit and identified the limiting distribution. Our results determine
the maximal gap down to the scale N´1´c for some c ą 0, and so our work extends these results to
generalized Hermitian Wigner ensembles.
Our paper is related to recent work of Bourgade [2]. He has given a new approach to the analysis
of Dyson Brownian motion and obtained strong estimates enabling access not only to the maximal gap,
but also the minimal gap, a much more singular quantity which is beyond the methods of our work. The
work [2] relies on the reverse heat flow for the comparison step. Our works are therefore complementary,
as we focus on proving comparison theorems and do not study the dynamical side. In particular, our
comparison theorems apply to ensembles whose matrix entries are discrete random variables, which are
outside the scope of the reverse heat flow technique.
We note that other previous works have also studied the minimal eigenvalue gap. Vinson obtained
the limit of the smallest eigenvalue gap for both the Circular Unitary Ensemble and GUE in his Ph.D.
thesis [29]; multiple smallest gaps of these ensembles were then considered in [1]. Feng, Tian, andWei have
established the behavior of the smallest gaps of the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble; this work builds on
earlier work of Feng and Wei on the circular β-ensembles [15,17]. Other works have studied Wigner [12,26]
and sparse [23, 24] matrices, obtaining tail bounds for the size of the gap. Showing universality for the
minimal gap of Hermitian generalized Wigner matrices without imposing a smoothness assumption on
the entries remains an intriguing open problem.
Another interesting open problem is to compute the normalized limit of the maximal bulk eigenvalue
gap for the GOE. Unfortunately, the argument of [1] for the GUE relies on its determinantal structure,
which is not present for the GOE. If the normalized limit of the maximal bulk gap could be established
for the GOE, our arguments would immediately show it is the same for all real symmetric generalized
Wigner matrices. One could also ask analogous questions about extremal gaps for β-ensembles with
arbitrary β and potential.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the model under consid-
eration, define the eigenvalue statistics we consider, and state our main comparison results as well as
corollaries for universality. In Section 3 we prove some of our comparison theorems. Section 4 contains
an eigenvalue regularization lemma based on the method of Knowles and Yin [20]. In Section 5 we prove
the remainder of our comparison theorems. Section 6 and the appendix are devoted to deducing the
universality corollaries from existing results in the literature and our comparison theorems.
Acknowledgments. P.L. thanks Amol Aggarwal, Arka Adhikari, and Paul Bourgade for useful discus-
sions.
2 Main result
2.1 Definition of model
We begin by defining generalized Wigner matrices.
Definition 2.1. A generalized Wigner matrix HN is a real symmetric or complex Hermitian N ˆ N
matrix whose upper triangular elements thijuiĺj are independent random variables with mean zero and
variances σ2ij “ Ep|hij |2q that satisfy
Nÿ
i“1
σ2ij “ 1 for all j P rr1, N ss, (2.1)
and
c
N
ĺ σ2ij ĺ
C
N
for all i, j P rr1, N ss (2.2)
for some constants c, C ą 0.
When HN is Hermitian, we further assume that
cVarRehij ĺ Var Imhij ĺ C VarRehij , i ‰ j (2.3)
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and that either (1) Rehij and Imhij are independent or (2) the law of hij is isotropic, meaning |hij | is
independent of arg hij.
Finally, we suppose that the normalized entries have finite moments, uniformly in N , i, and j, in the
sense that for all p P N there exists a constant µp such that
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇhijσij
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
ĺ µp. (2.4)
for all N , i, and j.
Remark. The moment condition on the entries is technical and used only to get convergence of the
largest gaps in the topology of Lp for every p. If one only wishes for convergence in some Lp for fixed p,
then the requirement can be relaxed to requiring that the matrix entries have a certain large moment.
We also use the following notion of overwhelming probability.
Definition 2.2. We say that an event or, more generally, a family of events tAiuiPI holds with over-
whelming probability, if for every D ą 0 there is a C ą 0 so that
sup
iPI
P rAci s ĺ CN´D. (2.5)
2.2 Comparison results
We first present a theorem on the comparison of the largest eigenvalue gaps of generalized Wigner matrices
with matching moments. We denote eigenvalues of matrices λ1 ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ λN and use λ to denote the vector
of N eigenvalues. The kinds of statistics we consider are the maxima of eigenvalue gaps away from the
spectral edges. Taking such a maximum requires the specification of which eigenvalues we take the
maximum over. We do this in two different ways. The first statistic, which we denote by Tℓ,J , considers
gaps λi`1´λi with i P J where J is a fixed index set. The second which we denote by Tˆℓ,I considers gaps
with λi P I, where I is an interval. We first consider T before considering Tˆ later. These statistics are
closely related, but dealing with Tˆ is more difficult than Tˆ due to the fact that the eigenvalue fluctuations
naturally cause the set of indices over which the maxima is taken to itself be random.
For an index set J Ď rr1, N ´ 1ss we denote by
Tℓ,Jpλq “ sup
jPJ
tλj`1 ´ λj : Dj1 ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ jl´1 P J : λj1`1 ´ λj1 ľ ¨ ¨ ¨ ľ λjl`1 ´ λjl ľ λj`1 ´ λju (2.6)
the ℓth largest eigenvalue gap in the index set J .
Theorem 2.3. Let Hpvq and Hpwq be two generalized Wigner matrices with matrix elements denoted by
vij and wij respectively. Suppose that there is c ą 0 such thatˇˇ
Ervaij v¯bij s ´ Erwaijw¯bij s
ˇˇ ĺ N´2´c, (2.7)
for all nonnegative integers a, b such that a ` b ĺ 4. Let S P C8pRq be a test function, and let ν “
N{alogpNq. Then,
|EHpvqSpνTℓ,Jpλiqq ´ EHpwqSpνTℓ,Jpλiqq| ĺ C
ˆ
sup
0ĺdĺ5
}Spdq}8
˙
N´c1 . (2.8)
The following interpolation, called Dyson Brownian motion, is often used in random matrix theory.
We define for any generalized Wigner matrix X the matrix Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process txijptquNi,j“1 given
by
dxijptq “ dBijptq?
N
´ 1
2Nsij
xijptq dt (2.9)
where the initial data are the entries txiju of X and sij “ Var xij .
Theorem 2.4. Consider the SDE (2.9) for a matrix Xt with initial data given by some generalized
Wigner matrix X. Let λptq denote the vector of eigenvalues of Xt. Suppose t P pN´1`δ, N´1{2´δq for
some δ ą 0. Fix α P p0, 1{2q and choose some index set J Ă rrαN, p1 ´ αqN ss. Let S P C8pRq and set
ν “ N{?logN . Suppose ℓ “ ℓpNq satisfies ℓ “ NaN for some aN ľ 0. There is a constant c ą 0 such
that if aN ă c, then
|E rSpνTℓ,Jpλptqqs ´ E rSpνTℓ,Jpλp0qqs| ĺ C
ˆ
sup
0ĺdĺ3
}Spdq}8
˙
N´c, (2.10)
where the constants do not depend on ℓ and J .
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With a bit more work we can extend the above comparison theorems to the following related maximal-
gap statistic. Let I Ď p´2 ` κ, 2 ´ κq be an interval, with κ ą 0. For v1 ĺ v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ vN with v P RN ,
let
Tˆ1,Ipvq “ max
i:viPI
pvi`1 ´ viq, (2.11)
and define similarly Tˆℓ,Ipvq to be the ℓth largest gap vi`1´vi such that vi P I. Then we have the following
analog of the above.
Theorem 2.5. First, suppose that Hpvq and Hpwq are two generalized Wigner matrices so that the first
four moments of the matrix entries match in the sense of (2.7). Then the estimate (2.8) holds for some
c1 ą 0 with Tˆℓ,I in place of Tℓ,J .
Second, let X be a generalized Wigner matrix and Xt the process in (2.9). Let t P pN´1`δ, N1{2´δq
for some δ ą 0. Then the estimate (2.10) holds with Tˆℓ,I in place of Tℓ,J for some c2 ą 0.
We remark that the method we introduce is fairly robust and can handle a variety of extremal spectral
statistics. For example, in light of the result [1] one may wish to scale each gap by the semicircle density
near λi, in addition to the factor ν. Our proof applies without change to the maxima over quantities
such as tναipλi`1 ´ λiqui for deterministic positive αi satisfying αi ĺ N c for a sufficiently small c ą 0.
Additionally, one may also consider the deviations tναipλi ´ βiqui for similar αi, βi, absolute values of
this quantity, or any combination thereof.
2.3 Corollaries for the universality of extremal gaps
The following is a corollary of Theorem 2.4 and the homogenization result of [21]. In certain cases it
may be necessary to use the four-moment approach instead of the matrix continuity estimate (in our
set-up, Theorem 2.3 instead of Theorem 2.4—compare here the restriction t ! N´1{2 with the weaker
(2.7)), if one can prove universality only for Gaussian divisible ensembles with somewhat larger Gaussian
components.
Corollary 2.6. Let H be a generalized Wigner matrix and G the GOE or GUE matrix of the same
symmetry class. There is a c ą 0 such that
|EHSpνTℓ,J pλqqs ´ EGrSpνTℓ,Jpλqs| ĺ N´c sup
0ĺdĺ3
||Spdq||8. (2.12)
A similar estimate holds for Tˆℓ,I.
Together with the results of Bourgade–Ben Arous [1] and Feng–Wei [16] it implies the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.7. Suppose X is a Hermitian generalized Wigner matrix. Let I be a compact subset of
p´2, 2q with nonempty interior.
1. Let ℓN “ NkN be a sequence of positive integers with limNÑ8 kN “ 0. Denote by Tj the jth largest
eigenvalue gap of X of the form λi`1 ´ λi with λi P I. Then for any p ą 0,ˆ
inf
xPI
a
4´ x2
˙
N?
32 logN
TℓN
LpÝÝÑ 1. (2.13)
2. Fix an index k. Let s “ infI
?
4´ x2 and
τ˚k “
1
4
p2 logpNqq 12
´
NsTˆk,I ´ 32 logpNq
¯
` 5
8
logp2 logpNqq. (2.14)
Then for any bounded interval I1 Ď R we have
Prτ˚k P I1s Ñ
ż
I1
ekpc2´xq
pk ´ 1q! e
´ec2´x dx, (2.15)
where c2 is an explicit constant depending on the interval. It is the same as in [16].
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2.4 Local semicircle law and rigidity
In this section we recall some standard facts about generalized Wigner matrices. The Stieltjes transform
of H is defined by
mN pzq “ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
λi ´ z (2.16)
and the semicircle law and corresponding Stieltjes transform are
ρscpEq “
a
p4 ´ E2q`
2π
, mscpzq “
ż
ρscpxq
x´ z . (2.17)
The Green’s function of H is
Gpzq “ 1
H ´ z (2.18)
and its matrix elements are denoted Gijpzq. We have the following [31].
Theorem 2.8. Let ε ą 0 and δ ą 0. The following holds for η ľ N δ{N with z “ E ` iη and |E| ĺ 10,
with overwhelming probability.
|mN pzq ´mscpzq| ĺ N
ε
Nη
(2.19)
For the individual Green’s function elements, the following holds for the same set of z.
|Gijpzq ´ δijmscpzq| ĺ Nε
˜d
Imrmscpzqs
Nη
` 1
Nη
¸
(2.20)
The classical eigenvalue locations of the semicircle law are denoted by γi and defined by
i
N
“
ż γi
´2
ρscpxq dx. (2.21)
The local semicircle law and Green’s function estimates imply the following estimates.
Theorem 2.9. The following rigidity estimates hold for the eigenvalues of a generalized Wigner matrix
H with overwhelming probability. For any ε ą 0,
|λi ´ γi| ĺ N
ε
N2{3pminti1{3, pN ´ i` 1q1{3uq , (2.22)
and for the ith eigenvector ui of H we have the delocalization bound
||ui||8 ĺ N
ε
?
N
. (2.23)
3 Maximal gap over a set of indices
In this section we prove the comparison results, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. Both are based on defining a
suitable regularization of the kth largest gaps and proving estimates on the partial derivatives of this
regularization with respect to matrix entries. Theorem 2.3 is then based on the Lindeberg strategy,
whereas Theorem 2.4 is based on the matrix continuity estimate of [4]. The real symmetric and complex
Hermitian cases are nearly identical, and we give full details in only the symmetric case as it is notationally
simpler.
Throughout this section we fix an index set J Ď rrαN, p1 ´ αqN ss, and sometimes omit it from
notation. We first begin by introducing our regularization of the ℓ8 norm. Given a vector v P RN , define
the associated largest bulk gap by
T1 “ T1,Jpvq “ sup
i : iPJ
vi`1 ´ vi. (3.1)
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For general ℓ let Tℓ,Ipvq be the ℓth largest gap in consecutive elements vi`1 ´ vi of v with i P J (or zero
if ℓ is greater than the number of i with i P J). It is convenient to write this quantity as
Tℓpvq “ Tℓ,Jpvq “ sup
i1ă¨¨¨ăiℓ : ikPJ
ℓÿ
k“1
pvik`1 ´ vikq ´ sup
i1ă¨¨¨ăiℓ´1 : ikPJ
ℓ´1ÿ
k“1
pvik`1 ´ vik q. (3.2)
Set ν “ N{?logN , which represents the scale of the largest gap. For β ą 0 we introduce
Z “ Zℓ,β,Jpvq “
ÿ
i1ă¨¨¨ăiℓ : ikPJ
exp
˜
βν
ℓÿ
k“1
vik`1 ´ vik
¸
, G “ Gℓ,β,Jpvq “ 1
β
logZ, (3.3)
as well as
Fℓ,β,Jpvq “ Gℓ,β,Jpvq ´Gℓ´1,β,Jpvq. (3.4)
The quantity Fℓ,β,Jpvq is our regularization of the ℓ-th largest gap of the vector v. The following lemma
is elementary and its proof is omitted.
Lemma 3.1. For any v P Rn and index set J , we have
|νTℓpvq ´ Fℓ,βpvq| ă 2ℓ logN
β
. (3.5)
Instead of directly taking v to be the eigenvalues of a random matrix, we are going to work with a
regularized version, which we denote by tλ˜iui. The definition of this regularization is somewhat involved,
so we delay it to Section 4.1. Eventually, λ˜i is seen to be primarily an integral of the empirical Stieltjes
transformmN pzq over a certain domain in the complex plane. We state the following lemma which asserts
the existence of tλ˜iui and gives the key estimates on its derivatives that are used in the present section.
The lemma uses the following notation. Given a matrix H and 0 ĺ θ ĺ 1 and indices c, d we denote by
θcdH the matrix with entries
`
θcdH
˘
ij
“
#
θHij ifpi, jq “ pc, dq or pj, iq “ pc, dq
Hij otherwise.
(3.6)
This object naturally appears as the error in Taylor expansions with respect to matrix entries.
Lemma 3.2. Let δ ą 0 and ε ą 0 be given. There are smooth functions λ˜ipXq (depending on ε, δ)
on the space of N ˆ N symmetric matrices with the following properties. Suppose that H is a real
symmetric generalized Wigner matrix. With overwhelming probability, the following estimates hold for
i P rrαN, p1´ αqN ss:
|λ˜ipHq ´ λipHq| ĺ N
ε
N1`δ
, sup
0ĺθĺ1
|Bkabλ˜ipθcdHq| ĺ
Nε`pk´1qδ
N
, k ľ 1, (3.7)
where Bab “ BXab denotes the partial derivative with respect to the abth matrix element. The matrix θcdH
is defined in (3.6).
Further, we have the almost sure bounds
sup
0ĺθĺ1
|Bkabλ˜ipθcdHq| ĺ NCk, k ľ 1 (3.8)
for some constant C.
In the complex Hermitian case, the same estimates hold where instead Bkab is replaced by BiRerXabsB
j
ImrXabs
for i` j “ k, and H is a complex Hermitian generalized matrix.
The following is the main technical proposition of this work. It provides a regularization of the largest
eigenvalue gaps and estimates on the derivatives of this regularization with respect to the matrix entries.
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are immediate corollaries.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a real symmetric generalized Wigner matrix, and let J be as above. Let
β “ Nγ and suppose that ℓ ĺ Na for some γ, a ą 0. With λ˜i, δ, and ε ą 0 and Fℓ,β,J as above, we have
first that with overwhelming probability,
|νTℓ,Jpλiq ´ Fℓ,β,Jpλ˜q| ĺ Cν N
ε
N1`δ
` 2N
a logpNq
Nγ
. (3.9)
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Secondly, we have the following estimates of derivatives of Fℓ,β,Jpλ˜q with respect to matrix elements,
which hold with overwhelming probability.
sup
θ
ˇˇˇ
BkijFℓ,β,J
”
λ˜pθabHq
ıˇˇˇ
ĺ CkN
kδ
β
´
1`Nkpγ`a`ε´δq
¯
(3.10)
Third, we have the almost sure bounds
sup
θ
ˇˇˇ
BkijFℓ,β,J
”
λ˜pθabHq
ıˇˇˇ
ĺ NCk (3.11)
for some constant C. The statements in the complex Hermitian case are adjusted as indicated above.
Before proving the above proposition we derive the following elementary estimate.
Lemma 3.4. The partial derivatives of Fℓ,βpvq with respect to the entries of the vector v satisfyÿ
j
ˇˇˇ
ˇ BdF pvqBj1 . . . Bjd
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Cdβd´1νdℓd (3.12)
where the sum runs over all multi-indices j “ pj1, ¨ ¨ ¨ jdq with values in Jd, and Bj “ Bvj .
Proof. We have
BjZpvq “ βν
ÿ
i
εipjq exp
˜
βν
ℓÿ
k“1
vik`1 ´ vik
¸
, (3.13)
where εipjq is defined as
εipjq “
$’’’&
’’%
0 if j “ ik and ik`1 “ ik ` 1 for some k P rr1, ℓss
1 else if j “ ik for some k P rr1, ℓss
´1 else if j “ ik ` 1 for some k P rr1, ℓss
0 otherwise.
(3.14)
Higher derivatives are similar, yielding
BdZpvq
Bj1 . . . Bjd
“ pβνqd
ÿ
i
εipjq exp
˜
βν
ℓÿ
k“1
vik`1 ´ vik
¸
, (3.15)
with εipjq P t´1, 0, 1u satisfying εipjq “ 0 if j Ć iY i` 1. Hence,
ÿ
j
ˇˇˇ
ˇ BdZpvqBj1 . . . Bjd
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ pβνqdÿ
i
exp
˜
βν
ℓÿ
k“1
vik`1 ´ vik
¸ÿ
j
|εipjq| ĺ pβνqdZpvqp2ℓqd. (3.16)
By the chain rule, we then find
ÿ
j
ˇˇˇ
ˇ BdZpvqBj1 . . . Bjd
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Cdℓdpβνqd (3.17)
for some combinatorial factor Cd. The claim follows from the definition of Fℓ,β,Jpvq in terms of logpZq.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The estimate (3.10) follows from the first estimate of (3.7) and Lemma 3.1.
For the second estimate, first let s1 ` s2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ sk “ d where si are all positive integers, and 1 ĺ k ĺ d.
We estimate the following function evaluated at the matrix θabH ,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
j1,¨¨¨jk
BF
Bj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bjk pλ˜q
Bs1 λ˜j1
Bs1ij
¨ ¨ ¨ B
sk λ˜jk
Bskij
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ ÿ
j1,¨¨¨jk
ˇˇˇ
ˇ BFBj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bjk pλ˜q
ˇˇˇ
ˇNkε`dδ´kδ 1Nk
ĺ CdN
dδ
β
ˆ
Nε`aν
N1`δ
˙k
ĺ CdN
dδ
β
Nkpε`a´δq (3.18)
In the final inequality we used ν ĺ N . The first inequality is by Lemma 3.2 and the second inequality is
Lemma 3.4. By the chain rule, the dth partial derivative of F with respect to the ijth matrix element is
a linear combination of such terms for 1 ĺ k ĺ d, and the claim follows. The third estimate is similar,
using instead the last estimate of Lemma 3.2.
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3.1 Proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4
Theorem 2.3 is a simple application of the Lindeberg four moment matching method and Proposition 3.3.
In this approach, one replaces the matrix entries of Hpvq by those of Hpwq one by one. The difference
(2.8) is then a telescoping sum with OpN2q terms, each being the difference of this quantity between two
generalized Wigner matrices differing in only in the entries Xab, Xba. One then Taylor expands each term
around Xab “ 0 to 5th order. The first four orders cancel to OpN´2´c1q thanks to (2.7), and the 5th
order remainder term is OpN´2´c1q due (3.10) and (3.11). As there OpN2q terms in the telescoping sum,
we find the result. For a similar proof and further exposition see Chapter 16 of [10]. Theorem 2.4 is a
consequence of Lemma A.1 of [4] and Proposition 3.3.
4 Eigenvalue regularization
This section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 3.2. We only do the real symmetric case in detail, as the
complex Hermitian case is simpler. We remark that the choice of λ˜i is the same in both cases, as it is
just a function of the empirical Stieltjes transform trpX ´ zq´1. The proof of the derivative estimates is
similar in both cases, with real symmetric being notationally simpler.
In the first subsection we construct the regularized eigenvalues λ˜i and at the same time prove the first
estimate of (3.7). In the remaining subsections we estimate derivatives.
4.1 Construction of regularized eigenvalues
Let tλiuNi“1 be the eigenvalues of a generalized Wigner matrix H and let α P p0, 1{2q be fixed. Fix
i P rrαN, p1´ αqN ss in the bulk. Fix also ε1 ą 0. Let j and k be indices such that
i´ 2Nε1 ĺ j ĺ i´Nε1 , i`Nε1 ĺ k ĺ i` 2Nε1 , (4.1)
and set
I “ rγj, γks. (4.2)
Let NpEq “ |tj : λj ă Eu| be the eigenvalue counting function for X .
Using rigidity for generalized Wigner matrices we have with overwhelming probability that,
λi ´ γj “
ż λi
γj
dE “
ż
I
1tλiĺEu dE “
ż
I
1tNpEqľiu dE. (4.3)
Let now r : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth function such that rpxq “ 1 for x ľ i and rpxq “ 0 for x ĺ i ´ 1{2.
We take |r1| ` |r2| ` |r3| ĺ C. Then since NpEq is integer valued,ż
I
1tNpEqľiu dE “
ż
I
rpNpEqq dE. (4.4)
Fix now δ1 ą 0 and set
η1 “ N´1´δ1 . (4.5)
For each E P I we define the smoothed out eigenvalue counting function fEpxq on the scale η1 as follows.
We define fEpxq “ 1 for x ĺ E and fEpxq “ 0 for x ľ E ` η1. We take |f pkqE | ĺ Ckη´k1 for k “ 1, 2, 3.
Now, we have
|NpEq ´ trpfEq| ĺ |ta : λa P rE,E ` η1u| , (4.6)
and so by rigidity we have with overwhelming probabilityˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
I
rpNpEqq dE ´
ż
I
rptrpfEqq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C
ż
I
|NpEq ´ trpfEq| dE
ĺ C
ż
I
|ta : λa P rE,E ` η1su| dE
“ C
ÿ
a
ż
I
1tλaPrE,E`η1su dE
ĺ Cη1|ta : λa P I ` r0, η1su| ĺ Cη1Nε1 “ CN
ε1´δ1
N
. (4.7)
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The parameter ε1 will be chosen to be very small at the end. Fix η2 “ N´δ2{N with δ2 P p0, 1q and let
χ be a smooth, symmetric cutoff function with χpxq “ 1 for |x| ĺ 1 and χpxq “ 0 for |x| ą 2. By the
Helffer–Sjo¨strand formula [10], we have
trpfEq “ N
π
ż
R2
`
ifEpeqχ1pσq ´ σf 1Epeqχ1pσq
˘
mNpe ` iσq de dσ
` iN
π
ż
|σ|ąη2
ż
R
χpσqf2Epeqσ ImrmNpe ` iσqs de dσ
` 2iN
π
ż η2
0
ż
R
f2Epeqσ ImrmN pe` iσqs de dσ. (4.8)
Using Bx Immpx` iyq “ ´By Rempx` iyq, we integrate the second term by parts twice to obtain
trpfEq “ N
π
ż
R2
`
ifEpeqχ1pσq ´ σf 1Epeqχ1pσq
˘
mNpe ` iσq de dσ
` iN
π
ż
|σ|ąη2
ż
R
f 1EpeqBσpσχpσqqRermNpe` iσqs de dσ
` 2iN
π
ż η2
0
ż
R
f2Epeqσ ImrmN pe` iσqs de dσ
` iN
π
ż
R
f 1Epeqη2 RermNpe ` iη2qs. (4.9)
Define
FE “ N
π
ż
R2
`
ifEpeqχ1pσq ´ σf 1Epeqχ1pσq
˘
mN pe ` iσq de dσ
` iN
π
ż
|σ|ąη2
ż
R
f 1EpeqBσpσχpσqqRermN pe` iσqs de dσ.
We estimateˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
I
rptr fEq dE ´
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C
ż
I
ż
R
ż η2
0
Nσ|f2Epeq| ImrmNpe` iσqs dσ de dE (4.10)
` C
ż
I
ż
R
Nη2|f 1Epeq||mN pe ` iη2q| de dE
ĺ C
η21
ż
I
ż η1
0
ż η2
0
Nσ ImrmNpE ` e` iσqs dσ de dE
` C η2
η1
ż η1
0
ż
R
Nη2|mN pE ` e` iη2q| de dE
“ C
η21
ż η2
0
ż η1
0
„ż
I
Nσ ImrmN pE ` e ` iσqs dE

de dσ (4.11)
` C η2
η1
ż η1
0
„ż
I
N |mN pE ` e` iη2q| dE

de. (4.12)
We now estimate the inner integral of (4.11). Define E1 “ E ` e. We haveż
I
σN ImrmN pE1 ` iσqs dE ĺ
ÿ
a:|i´a|ĺ3Nε1
η2
ż
I
σ
pE1 ´ λaq2 ` σ2 dE
`
ÿ
a:|i´a|ą3Nε1
η2
ż
I
σ
pE1 ´ λaq2 ` σ2 dE. (4.13)
We estimate the first term by
ÿ
a:|i´a|ĺ3Nε1
η2
ż
I
σ
pE1 ´ λaq2 ` σ2 dE ĺ
ÿ
a:|i´a|ĺ3Nε1
η2
ż
R
σ
pE1 ´ λaq2 ` σ2 dE ĺ Cη2N
ε1 . (4.14)
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For the second term we have with overwhelming probability that for a with |i ´ a| ą 3Nε1 that
|E1 ´ λa| ľ cNε1{N and so
ÿ
a:|i´a|ą3Nε1
η2
ż
I
σ
pE1 ´ λaq2 ` σ2 dE ĺ Cη2
Nσ
Nε1
|I|N sup
E1
ImrmN pE1 ` iNε1{Nqs
ĺ Cση2N ĺ η2N´δ2 ĺ η2Nε1 . (4.15)
The term (4.11) is therefore bounded by CN´1`ε1`δ1´2δ2 .
For the term (4.12) we again write
ż
I
N |mN pE1 ` iη2q| dE ĺ
ÿ
a:|i´a|ĺ3Nε1
ż
1
|pE1 ´ λaq ` iη2| dE (4.16)
`
ÿ
a:|i´a|ą3Nε1
ż
1
|pE1 ´ λaq ` iη2| dE. (4.17)
The integral in the first term can be bounded directly and we obtain for that sum the bound
CNε1 | logpη2q| ĺ CNε1 logpNq. (4.18)
For the second term we have the bound CNε1 logpNq by rigidity. We conclude that (4.12) satisfies the
bound
C
η2
η1
ż η1
0
„ż
I
N |mN pE ` e` iη2q| dE

de ĺ CN´1`ε1´δ2 logpNq. (4.19)
Hence, recalling (4.10),ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
I
rptr fEq dE ´
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CNε1`δ1´2δ2N ` CN´1`ε1´δ2 logpNq. (4.20)
Using (4.7) we have therefore proven thatˇˇˇ
ˇpλi ´ γjq ´
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CNε1
`
N δ1´2δ2 `N´δ1 `N´δ2˘
N
logpNq. (4.21)
We then define λ˜i by
λ˜i “
ż
I
rpFEqdE ` γj , (4.22)
and the first estimate of (3.7) follows after taking δ1 “ δ2 “ δ and ε1 “ ε{2.
4.2 Derivative bounds
In this subsection we obtain estimates on derivatives of the λ˜i defined in the previous subsection with
respect to matrix entries. We first need some estimates on the Green’s function. Since we eventually
need to bound remainder terms in Taylor expansions which have the matrices θabH as defined above, we
make the following definition.
Definition 4.1. We say that rigidity and delocalization hold for a matrix X with parameters α and ε if
sup
iPrrαN,p1´αqNss
|λipXq ´ γi| ĺ CN
ε{10
N
, (4.23)
and for its eigenvectors ui we have
sup
i
||ui||8 ĺ CN
ε{10
?
N
. (4.24)
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4.2.1 Green function bounds
In this section we consider self-adjoint matrices X with a Green’s function we denote by Gab. We prove
the following two a priori estimates.
Lemma 4.2. Fix α P p0, 1q and ε ą 0. Let E P rγαN{2, γp1´α{2qN s and η ą 0. If rigidity and delocalization
hold for X with parameters ε and α then,
|GabpE ` iηq| ĺ Nε
ˆ
1
Nη
` 1
˙
. (4.25)
for any ε ą 0.
Proof. Let ui denote the eigenvectors of X . By the spectral theorem,
Gabpzq “
ÿ
n
unpaqunpbq
λn ´ z . (4.26)
By the eigenvector delocalization we have,
|Gabpzq| ĺ N
ε{5
N
ÿ
n
1
|λn ´ z|
“ N
ε{5
N
ÿ
|λn´E|ĺNε{N
1
|λn ´ z|
` N
ε{5
N
ÿ
|λn´E|ąNε{N
1
|λn ´ z| . (4.27)
The first sum is bounded by
Nε{5
N
ÿ
|λn´E|ĺNε{2{N
1
|λn ´ z| ĺ
CNε
Nη
. (4.28)
The second sum can be estimated using rigidity by
Nε{5
N
ÿ
|λn´E|ąNε{2{N
1
|λn ´ z| ĺ CN
ε{5
ÿ
n
1
n`Nε ĺ N
ε. (4.29)
We also have a better bound if we are integrating in E.
Lemma 4.3. Fix α P p0, 1q and ε ą 0. Let I Ď rγαN{2, γp1´α{2qN s so that |I| ĺ Nε1{N . Assume that
ε ă ε1{2. If rigidity and delocalization hold for X with parameters ε and α then,ż
I
|GabpE ` iηq| dE ĺ N
ε`ε1
N
p1` | logpηq|q . (4.30)
Proof. We again start with the bound from eigenvector delocalization
|Gabpzq| ĺ N
ε{5
N
ÿ
n
1
|λn ´ z| . (4.31)
We write ż
I
|GabpE ` iηq| dE ĺ N
ε{5
N
ÿ
n:|n´i|ĺlogpNqNε1
ż
I
1
|λi ´ z| dE
` N
ε
N
ÿ
n:|n´i|ąlogpNqNε1
ż
I
1
|λi ´ z| dE, (4.32)
where i is an index so that γi P I. The first sum is bounded by
Nε{5
N
ÿ
n:|n´i|ąlogpNqNε1
ż
I
1
|λi ´ z| dE ĺ C
Nε`ε1
N
| logpηq|. (4.33)
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The second sum is bounded as in the previous lemma and we get
Nε{5
N
ÿ
n:|n´i|ąlogpNqNε1
ż
I
1
|λi ´ z| dE ĺ N
εC logpNq|I| ĺ NεN
ε1
N
. (4.34)
From the previous two lemmas we easily deduce the following.
Lemma 4.4. Let I, α and ε be as in the previous lemma. If rigidity and delocalization hold for X with
parameters ε and α, then
ż
I
|Ga1b1pzq| ¨ ¨ ¨ |Gakbkpzq| dE ĺ
Nkε`ε1
N
p1` | logpηq|q
ˆ
1` 1
Nη
˙k´1
(4.35)
for any ε ą 0.
4.2.2 Differentiation
We have seen that the quantity ż
I
rpFEq dE (4.36)
is a good approximation for the fluctuations of the eigenvalue λi. We now estimate derivatives of this
quantity with respect to matrix elements. We use the shorthand Bbc “ BXbc for such derivatives. Let us
rewrite
FE “ N
π
ż
R2
`
ifEpeqχ1pσq ´ σf 1Epeqχ1pσq
˘
mN pe ` iσq de dσ
` iN
π
ż
|σ|ąη2
ż
R
f 1EpeqBσpσχpσqqRermN pe` iσqs de dσ “ AE `BE .
We have the following estimate for these two quantities.
Lemma 4.5. Let α ą 0 and ε ą 0. Suppose that I is an interval so that I Ď rγαN{2, γp1´α{2qN s and
|I| ĺ Nε1{N , where ε ă ε1{2. If rigidity and delocalization hold for the matrix X with parameters α and
ε, then for E P I we have,
|BkbcAE | ĺ Nkε, |BkbcBE | ĺ Nkε`kδ , (4.37)
and for the integral over I we have,ż
I
|BkbcAE | ĺ Nkε|I|,
ż
I
|BkbcBE | ĺ
Nkε`ε1`pk´1qδ
N
. (4.38)
Proof. We have,
|BbcNmpzq| ĺ C
ÿ
a
|GabGca| ĺ C
σ
p|Gbbpzq| ` |Gccpzq|q . (4.39)
From which we see that
|BbcAE | ĺ Nε (4.40)
Similarly we obtain
|BkbcNmpzq| ĺ
C
σ
p|Gbbpzq| ` |Gccpzq| ` |Gbcpzq|qk , (4.41)
and so
|BkbcAE | ĺ CNkε. (4.42)
for any k. Now we consider BE . First, we have the bound
|BkbcBE | ĺ C
ż E`η1
E
ż
σąη2
1
η1
C
σ
p|Gbbpzq| `Gccpzq| `Gbcpzq|qk de dσ. (4.43)
From this and Lemma 4.2 we see that
|BkbcBE | ĺ Nkε`kδ2 . (4.44)
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From (4.43) and Lemma 4.4 we have,ż
I
|BkbcBE | ĺ
Nε`ε1
N
ż
σąη2
χpσq 1
σpNσqk´1 dσ ĺ
N2ε`ε1`pk´1qδ
N
. (4.45)
With this lemma in hand, we move to bounding the derivatives of (4.36). We start with k “ 1. We
have, ˇˇˇ
ˇBbc
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C
ż
I
|BbcAE | ` |BbcBE | dE ĺ N
ε1`ε
N
. (4.46)
Now for k “ 2 we haveˇˇˇ
ˇBbc
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C
ż
I
|B2bcAE | ` |B2bcBE | ` p|BbcBE | ` |BbcAE |q2 dE. (4.47)
The first term is bounded by ż
I
|B2bcAE | dE ĺ C
Nε1`2ε
N
. (4.48)
For the second term we use (4.45) to boundż
E
|B2bcBE | dE ĺ C
Nε1`2ε`δ2
N
. (4.49)
For the last term we estimateż
I
p|BbcBE | ` |BbcAE |q2 dE ĺ Nε`δ2
ż
I
|BbcBE | ` |BbcAE | dE ĺ CN
ε1`2ε`δ2
N
. (4.50)
Hence we have with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇ
ˇBbc
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Nε`2ε1`δN (4.51)
for any ε ą 0. In general the kth derivative of the quantity (4.36) is bounded byˇˇˇ
ˇBkbc
ż
I
rpFEq dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C ÿ
ME
ż
I
ME dE (4.52)
where each ME is a monomial in the terms |BnbcBE | and |BmbcAE |. There are finitely many monomials in
the sum. If a monomial has l ĺ k terms and if we denote the order of the derivative in the ith term in
the monomial by ni then n1 ` n2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nl “ k. We haveż
I
ME dE ĺ Nε`pk´n1qδ2
ż
I
|Bn1XE | dE (4.53)
where XE is either AE or BE . We see thatż
I
|Bn1XE | dE ĺ N
ε`ε1`pn1´1qδ2
N
. (4.54)
Hence, ż
I
ME dE ĺ CN2ε`ε1`pk´1qδ2N. (4.55)
We now can finish the proof of Lemma 3.2. From a resolvent expansion it is not hard to prove that
sup
0ĺθĺ1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N tr 1H ´ z ´ 1N tr 1θabH ´ z
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ NεNη (4.56)
and
sup
0ĺθĺ1
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˆ 1
H ´ z
˙
ij
´
ˆ
1
θabH ´ z
˙
ij
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ Nε?
N
(4.57)
for any ε ą 0, with overwhelming probability. Hence, rigidity and delocalization hold simultaneously for
θabH for all choices of θ, and we can apply the above calculations, which give the second estimate of
(3.10).
Finally, the almost sure bounds follow from using the trivial bound |Gpzq|ij ĺ 1η in the above calcu-
lations.
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5 Extension to maximal gap over an interval
In this section, we extend the method of the previous subsection to cover statistics of the form
max
λiPI
λi`1 ´ λi, (5.1)
where I “ pa, bq is a subinterval of p´2, 2q, which proves Theorem 2.5. The main issue is that the
indicator function 1tλiPIu is not differentiable. We pass to a smoothed object with the help of the
following Wegner-type estimate.
Lemma 5.1. Let H by a generalized Wigner matrix and E P p´2 ` κ, 2´ κq for fixed κ ą 0. For every
ε ą 0 there is δ ą 0 such that
P
“Di : |λi ´ E| ĺ 2N´1´ε‰ ĺ N´δ. (5.2)
Proof. This is a corollary of fixed energy universality for generalized Wigner ensembles with an effective
polynomial rate of convergence. This was proved in [21]. Alternatively, this estimate was proved for
Gaussian divisible ensembles in Section 7 of [22]. The estimate can then be transferred to all ensembles
using the four moment approach of [27, 28] or the matrix continuity estimate of [4].
Fix a small εw ą 0 with corresponding δw as in the statement of the lemma. Let ρ be a smooth test
function so that ρpxq “ 1 for |x| ĺ 1
2
and ρpxq “ 0 for |x| ľ 1. Let rpxq : Rľ0 Ñ Rľ0 be a smooth
function that is 1 for x ĺ 1
2
and 0 for x ľ 1. Let i0 and j0 be the indices of the closest classical eigenvalues
to a and b. Fix a small εr ą 0 and consider the index set Jr “ rri0 ´ Nεr , j0 ` Nεr ss. Consider the
functions
f1pλq “ r
˜ÿ
iPJr
ρpN1`εw pλi ´ aqq
¸
(5.3)
and f2pλq similarly defined but a to b. Note that on the event that no eigenvalue is within distance
N´1´εw of a and b we have that f1pxq “ f2pxq “ 1. Moreover, if there is an eigenvalue with distance
N´1´εw{2 of a or b, then either f1 or f2 are 0.
Let now χpxq be a smoothed out step function with χpxq “ 1 for x ĺ ´ 1
2
and χpxq “ 0 for x ľ 1
2
.
Consider the two functions
g2pxq “ χp10N1`εwpx´ bqq, g1pxq “ χp10N1`εwpa´ xqq. (5.4)
The important observation is that if |λi ´ b| ą N´1´εw , then g2pλiq “ 1tλiPIu, and moreover that if
g
pkq
2 pλiq ‰ 0 then f2 and all of its derivatives are 0. There is a similar consideration with g1 and f1.
We now fix β “ Nγ and consider
Fˆ pλq “ f1pλqf2pλq 1
β
log Zˆ (5.5)
where
Zˆ “
ÿ
iPJr
g1pλiqg2pλiq exp rνβpλi`1 ´ λiqs . (5.6)
Lemma 5.2. Let εw, εr and δw be as above. Let f1, f2 and g2 and g1 be as above. Let H be a generalized
Wigner matrix with eigenvalues λi. Let λ˜i be the regularized eigenvalues described earlier, with ε and δ
given. Choose these parameters to satisfy
εw ă δ ´ ε (5.7)
With probability at least 1´ CN´δw we have the estimate,ˇˇˇ
ˇmaxi:λiPI νpλi`1 ´ λiq ´ Fˆ pλ˜q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Cν NεN1`δ ` logpNqNγ . (5.8)
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 there is an event with probability at least 1 ´ 2N´δw on which there is no
eigenvalue λi within distance 2N
´1´εw of the interval endpoints a or b. The events that rigidity holds for
a sufficiently small ε ă εr{2 and the first estimate of (3.7) hold with overwhelming probability, where we
choose α sufficiently small so that the classical eigenvalues corresponding to indices in rrαN, p1 ´ αqN ss
contain an interval which contains I. On this event, we have that λi P I if and only if λ˜i P I and i P Jr,
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(we use the choice (5.7)) and also that no λ˜i is within distance N
´1´εw of the interval endpoints a or b.
From this discussion we see first thatˇˇˇ
ˇmaxi:λiPI νpλi`1 ´ λiq ´ maxiPJr:λ˜iPI, νpλ˜i`1 ´ λ˜iq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Cν NεN1`δ . (5.9)
Secondly, we see that on the event in question that f1pλ˜iq “ f2pλ˜iq “ 1, and for i P Jr that g1pλ˜iqg2pλ˜iq “
1tλ˜iPIu
. Hence, similarly to Lemma 3.1, we see that
ˇˇˇ
ˇmax
i:λ˜iPI
νpλ˜i`1 ´ λ˜iq ´ Fˆ pλ˜q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ logpNqβ . (5.10)
This yields the claim.
We now extend Lemma 3.4 to Fˆ . Consider Fˆ as a function on RN , Fˆ pvq, for v P RN . The key
observation is that Bpkqvj pf1f2q ‰ 0 only if there is no vi within distance N´1´εw{2 of a or b. If this holds,
then Bvig1g2 “ 0 by construction. This allows the estimation of derivatives of logpZˆq without worrying
about quantities like g11{g1.
Lemma 5.3. Let εw, εr, Fˆ , Zˆ be as above. Let A Ď RN be defined as
A “ tv P RN : 2|vi ´ a| ľ N´1´εw and 2|vi ´ b| ľ N´1´εw@, i P Jru. (5.11)
For every d ľ 1 the following estimate holds:ÿ
j1,¨¨¨jd
|Bj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bjdpf1pvqf2pvqq|
ĺCdNdεw`d
`|ti P Jr : |vi ´ a| ĺ N´1´εru| ` |ti P Jr : |vi ´ b| ĺ N´1´εru|˘d 1A, (5.12)
and
|f1f2| ĺ 1A. (5.13)
We have also
1A
ÿ
j1,¨¨¨jd
|Bj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bjd log Zˆ| ĺ Cdpβνqd. (5.14)
Proof. The first two estimates follow from the fact that f1f2 is the constant function 0 on the set A
c,
and that ρpkqpxq is supported on the set |x| ĺ 1. For the proof of the final estimate we observe that by
the above discussion that if v P A we have Bpkqvj g1pvjqg2pvjq “ 0 and g1pvjqg2pvjq “ 1tvjPIu. With this in
mind, the calculations in Lemma 3.4 go through without change, and we find the final estimate.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 2.5
Rigidity implies that with overwhelming probability,
|ti P Jr : |vi ´ a| ĺ N´1´εru| ` |ti P Jr : |vi ´ b| ĺ N´1´εru| ĺ Nε (5.15)
for any ε ą 0. From Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 3.2 we find the analog of the estimate (3.10),
sup
θ
|BdijFˆ pθabHq| ĺ
CdN
dδ
β
´
1`Ndpγ`ε´δq `N2ε`dεw
¯
(5.16)
which holds with overwhelming probability, and the same almost sure estimate (3.11). In the case ℓ “ 1,
the theorem is proven using these estimates, similarly to how Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are deduced from
Proposition 3.3. The extension to ℓ ą 1 requires only replacing Zˆ by quantities like
ÿ
i1,¨¨¨iℓ
˜ź
j
g1pλ˜ij qg2pλ˜ij q
¸
exp
«
βν
ℓÿ
k“1
λ˜ik`1 ´ λ˜ik
ff
(5.17)
and proceeding as before.
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6 Universality corollaries
We consider the two processes
dxi “
c
2
Nβ
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j‰i
1
xi ´ xj dt (6.1)
and
dyi “
c
2
Nβ
dBi ` 1
N
ÿ
j‰i
1
yi ´ yj dt. (6.2)
For the initial data we take xip0q “ λipHq where H is a generalized Wigner matrix, and yip0q “ λipGq,
where G is the Gaussian ensemble of the same symmetry type. The parameter is β “ 1 in the real case
and β “ 2 in the complex case. The proof of Theorem 3.1 in [21] implies the following. We comment on
adapting the argument there to the simpler setting here in Appendix A.
Proposition 6.1. Let t “ Nω{N , and let 0 ă α ă 1. Assume that 0 ă ω ă 1{2. Then for all
i P rrαN, p1´ αqN ss and all ε ą 0 we have with overwhelming probability,
|xi`1ptq ´ xiptq ´ pyi`1ptq ´ yiptqq| ĺ N
ε
N
1
pNtqc . (6.3)
for some c ą 0.
This result implies that the largest gaps of Ht, running over index sets i P J are the same as the
GOE or GUE, meaning the quantity Tℓ,J is universal for Ht. Said differently, the estimate (6.3) implies
(2.12) but for Ht instead of H . The full estimate for Ht instead of H is then a consequence of Theorem
2.4 which compares the gaps of H to Ht. We remark that the above flow is not quite the same as (2.9),
however for the small times we are working with this difference causes no issues as explained in [19].
6.1 Proof of Corollary 2.6
For the quantities Tˆℓ,I there is a small issue, which is that even if (6.3) holds, it may not be true that
xiptq P I if and only if yiptq P I. However, by Lemma 5.1 we know that for every εw ą 0 there is a
δw ą 0 so that the event that there is no yiptq within distance N´1´εw of the endpoints of I holds with
probability at least 1 ´ N´δw . If we take εw small enough so that N´1´εw is polynomially larger than
the error on the right side of (6.3), then we see that on this event, xiptq P I if and only if yiptq P I.
Therefore, with probability at least 1´CN´δw , for some δw ą 0, the statistics Tˆℓ,I of Ht match those of
the corresponding Gaussian ensemble. The remainder of the argument is similar to Tℓ,J and we conclude
the proof of Corollary 2.6.
6.2 Proof of Corollary 2.7
The first result of Corollary 2.7 follows from applying Corollary 2.6 with S a polynomial, and the cor-
responding convergence of the largest gaps for the GUE [1]. Note that Corollary 2.6 may be applied
nontrivially for any test function S satisfying supxPR,0ĺdĺ3 |Spdqpxq| ! N c where c is as in Corollary 2.6.
By Theorem 2.9, the event A on which |λi ´ γi| ą Nε for all i P pa ´ ε, b ` εq holds with overwhelming
probability. The Frobenius norm of H is stochastically dominated by N , which follows from the moment
growth and independence assumptions on matrix entries hij . In particular,
EH r|νTj ´ L|ps ĺ EH r|νTj ´ L|p1As ` EH rνTj ´ L|p1Acs (6.4)
ĺ EGr|νTj ´ L|ps ` pEGrSpνTjqs ´ EH rSpνTjqsq `Npp2`εq´D (6.5)
where S is an Npε-smoothed regularization of the Lp norm: Spxq “ |x´ L|p when x ă 2Nε and satisfies
supxPR |Spdqpxq| ă CN3pε for 0 ĺ d ĺ 3. Here, the last term was bounded by Cauchy-Schwarz, the first
term is op1q as in [1], the second term is CN3pε´c by Corollary 2.6.
The second result follows from choosing S to be smooth functions bracketing indicator functions,
after a shift and rescaling by some powers of logpNq, which do not affect the polynomial error rate.
For instance take Spxq such that Spxq “ 1 for x P I1, Spxq “ 0 for x R pa1 ´ N´ε, b1 ` N´εq, and
supxPpa1´N´ε,a1qYpb1,b1`N´εq |Spdqpxq| ĺ CNdε for 0 ĺ d ĺ 3.
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A Application of homogenization result
The purpose of this appendix is to indicate how Proposition 6.1 may be deduced from the literature. It
is essentially a consequence of Theorem 3.1 of [21]. However, this theorem was proved in a more general
context and so there are some assumptions that seem out of place. In [21], the behavior of xiptq was
considered for more general initial data xip0q than just the generalized Wigner setting. One of the key
differences is that the empirical eigenvalue density was no longer a semicircle, but given by a different
density coming from free probability, called the free convolution. In that work it is denoted by ρfc,t. The
regularity of this density is controlled by t0, and so in [21], the particles were allowed to evolve until a
fixed time t0 before the coupling between xi and yi was introduced. This allowed the density ρfc,t to have
some regularity before being manipulated.
In the present setting, both xiptq and yiptq are described by the semicircle density, but supported on
the interval
?
1` tr´2, 2s. The semicircle density is smooth in the bulk, so the consideration of allowing
the particles to evolve until t0 is unnecessary in the present setting. Errors on the right side of the main
estimate of Theorem 3.1 of [21] can then be replaced by setting ω0 “ 1. Alternatively, we could have
allowed the particles to evolve up a fixed time t0 in the present setting, before allowing the coupling
between xi and yi, but we would not gain anything by doing so.
The result of [21] studies the behavior of xiptq near a particle index i0. In the set-up of [21], it is
possible that i0 was very close to 1 or N , for instance i0 “ opNq. To account for this, the coupling
between xi and yi was so that xi0 and yN{2 shared the same Brownian motion terms; otherwise it could
be possible that yi0 did not share the bulk GOE/GUE statistics, as it could have been close to the edge,
and the argument of [21] would have failed. Aside from being macroscopically separated from the edge,
the index N{2 was chosen for notational convenience. Moreover, the process xi was scaled and shifted
so that the particle xi0 was close to yN{2 (which is close to 0), and so that the local particle density
near this point was the same as the coupled Gaussian ensemble, this being given by ρscp0q. This is
reflected in the assumption about ρfc,t and the location of the classical eigenvalue of index i0 stated in
Theorem 3.1 of [21]. In the present setting, we are only interested in indices separated from the edge by a
macroscopic distance, and the densities of xiptq and yiptq match, as they are both given by the semicircle.
We can ignore this assumption in our application of Theorem 3.1, as the proof would go through in the
present setting. Before discussing how to deduce (6.3) from the main estimate of Theorem 3.1, we also
comment that an alternative route to the application of Theorem 3.1 is the following. Instead of applying
it directly to xi and yi, one can construct a third process ziptq, also coming from a Gaussian ensemble,
so that zN{2ptq is coupled to xi0 and yi0 of the original processes. The processes xi0 and yi0 can then be
shifted and rescaled by the same constants so that xi0 and yi0 are close to zN{2 and the densities match
the semicircle there. Then Theorem 3.1 can be applied twice, once to xi and zi, and the separately to yi
and zi. Taking the differences between these differences, the zi dependence drops out and after undoing
the scalings, one arrives at an appropriate estimate for xi and yi.
Finally, Theorem 3.1 implies that
xiptq ´ yiptq “
ÿ
|j´i|ĺNc1
ξtpi´ jqpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq `OpN´1´c2q (A.1)
for some appropriate constants c1 ą 0 and c2 ą 0, with overwhelming probability. Here, ξtpxq is a smooth
function obeying estimates as given in Proposition 3.2 of [21]. From the estimates listed there, and the
fact that rigidity implies that |xjp0q ´ yjp0q| ĺ Nε´1 for any ε ą 0, one sees thatˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
|j´i|ĺpNtqNc1
ξtpi ´ jqpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq ´
ÿ
|j´i|ĺNc1
ξtpi´ jqpxjp0q ´ yjp0qq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ĺ 1
N1`c3
(A.2)
for some appropriate c3 ą 0. This implies the estimate we need for (6.3). The essential point is that
taking differences of gaps produces a cancellation that improves upon the naive bound of Nε´1 obtained
by applying the rigidity estimate to each gap separately. To show this precisely, write the differences of
the ξt terms as an integral of Bxξt and use the estimates of Proposition 3.2 in [21].
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